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ABSTRACT: Targeted detection is one of the most
important methods in mass spectrometry (MS)-based
metabolomics; however, its major limitation is the reduced
metabolome coverage that results from the limited set of
targeted metabolites typically used in the analysis. In this study
we describe a new approach, globally optimized targeted
(GOT)-MS, that combines many of the advantages of targeted
detection and global profiling in metabolomics analysis,
including the capability to detect unknowns, broad metabolite
coverage, and excellent quantitation. The key step in GOT-MS is a global search of precursor and product ions using a single
liquid chromatography−triple quadrupole (LC−QQQ) mass spectrometer. Here, focused on measuring serum metabolites, we
obtained 595 precursor ions and 1 890 multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) transitions, under positive and negative ionization
modes in the mass range of 60−600 Da. For many of the MRMs/metabolites under investigation, the analytical performance of
GOT-MS is better than or at least comparable to that obtained by global profiling using a quadrupole-time-of-flight (Q-TOF)
instrument of similar vintage. Using a study of serum metabolites in colorectal cancer (CRC) as a representative example, GOT-
MS significantly outperformed a large targeted MS assay containing ∼160 biologically important metabolites and provided a
complementary approach to traditional global profiling using Q-TOF-MS. GOT-MS thus expands and optimizes the detection
capabilities for QQQ-MS through a novel approach and should have the potential to significantly advance both basic and clinical
metabolic research.

Metabolomics has emerged as a powerful approach for
providing detailed and multilayered information about

complex biological processes and systems.1−9 Metabolomics
studies have resulted in a number of important findings in
systems biology and biomarker discovery, including a deeper
understanding of cancer metabolism10,11 and drug toxicity,12,13

the potential for improved early disease detection14−16 or
therapy monitoring,4,17 as well as applications in environmental
science,18 nutrition,19 etc. It is clear from these studies and
numerous others that significant potential exists for major
breakthroughs in metabolomics that will impact many fields.
Mass spectrometry (MS) based methods, specifically global

profiling or targeted detection, play an important role in
metabolomics for detecting and quantifying metabolites.20−28

Because of significant advantages of great selectivity and
excellent quantitation, targeted MS using a liquid chromatog-
raphy triple quadrupole (LC−QQQ) mass spectrometer under
multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) mode provides an
excellent approach for metabolite profiling. Large targeted
MS assays, covering ∼200 metabolites in many important

metabolic pathways (e.g., glycolysis, the TCA cycle, etc.), can
be constructed and used for metabolomics studies.11,15,29−34

However, the major limitation of targeted metabolomics is
reduced metabolite coverage, often to a small to moderate
number of well-known compounds. Specialized knowledge
about metabolism is necessary to make good use of highly
targeted assays, especially those with a small number of
predefined targets. It is therefore valuable to further develop
targeted detection by broadening its coverage, including the
detection of unknown metabolites.
In this study, we describe a novel approach, globally

optimized targeted (GOT)-MS, which retains the advantages
of targeted detection and meanwhile possesses the capacity for
broad metabolome coverage. The key step in GOT-MS is a
global search of precursor and product ions with a single LC−
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QQQ mass spectrometer. While there are alternative methods
to conduct large-scale MRM experiments,35−39 we expand and
optimize the detection capabilities of QQQ-MS through an
innovative approach. In this proof-of-principle study, we use
aqueous extracts from serum samples to develop the GOT-MS
method and also demonstrate the capabilities of GOT-MS in a
trial application of metabolomics, namely, to use GOT-MS to
differentiate colorectal cancer (CRC) patients from healthy
controls. The performance of GOT-MS was compared to two
alternative approaches, global and targeted profiling, using the
same set of samples, and the results show that GOT-MS
compares favorably with these widely used methods.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Chemicals. Acetonitrile (LC−MS grade) and methanol

(LC−MS grade) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO). Ammonium acetate (LC−MS grade) and acetic
acid (LC−MS grade) were obtained from Fisher Scientific
(Pittsburgh, PA). DI water was provided in-house by a Synergy
Ultrapure Water System from EMD Millipore (Billerica, MA).
The metabolite standards in the Northwest Metabolomics
Research Center (NW-MRC) internal database (included in
Table S1) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich or Fisher
Scientific. Stable isotope labeled amino acids were purchased
from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories (Tewksbury, MA).
Biological Samples. To develop GOT-MS, pooled human

serum samples were purchased from Innovative Research, Inc.
(Novi, MI). For the CRC metabolomics study, serum samples
from 18 CRC patients and 20 healthy controls were selected
from those involved in our previous studies.15,25,40 Table S2
shows the demographic and clinical information for these
samples. All serum samples were collected in accordance with
the protocols approved by the Indiana University School of
Medicine and Purdue University Institutional Review Boards.
All subjects in the study provided informed consent according
to the institutional guidelines.
Aqueous Metabolite Extraction. Frozen human serum

samples were thawed at 4 °C, and proteins were precipitated by
mixing 50 μL of serum with 250 μL of cold methanol. After 20
min incubation at −20 °C, the mixture was centrifuged at
14 000 RCM for 20 min. The supernatant was transferred into
a clean 2.0 mL Eppendorf vial and then dried under vacuum
(Eppendorf Vacufuge). The obtained residue was reconstituted
in 400 μL of Solvent C (40% Solvent A/60% Solvent B, see
details in the LC−MS section) prior to MS analysis. In
addition, 5 samples were prepared by reconstituting the
metabolite residues from 50 μL of serum containing spiked
U−13C15N-amino acids, into 200 μL (1:4 dilution), 400 μL (1:8
dilution), 600 μL (1:12 dilution), 1 200 μL (1:24 dilution), and
2 400 μL (1:48 dilution) of Solvent C. Table S3 shows the
concentrations of spiked U−13C15N-amino acids in the 1:4
dilution sample. Intraday coefficients of variation (CVs) were
obtained using the data from samples run three times on the
same day, and interday CVs were calculated from the samples
run three times each day for 3 consecutive days.
LC−MS. Agilent 1260 LC-6410 Triple Quad MS (Agilent

Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA). The LC strategy in
Figure S1 is often used in the NW-MRC for both reverse phase
(RP) and hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography
(HILIC) separations. After a short (t0) initial isocratic elution
(Solvent B, P0), the percentage of Solvent B changes to P1 until
t1 and is held at this content until t2. Then the percentage of
Solvent B quickly goes back to P0 to prepare for the next

injection. In this study, we primarily used HILIC to separate
aqueous metabolites in GOT-MS, employing SeQuant ZIC-
cHILIC columns (150 mm × 2.1 mm, 3.0 μm, Merck KGaA,
Darmstadt, Germany) at 45 °C. Agilent C18 columns (100 mm
× 3 mm, 1.8 μm, Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA)
were used for RP separation at 45 °C. In Figure S1, t0 = 1 min,
t1 = 6 min, and t2 = 9 min. Solvent A was 5 mM ammonium
acetate in 90% H2O/10% acetonitrile/0.2% acetic acid, and
Solvent B was 5 mM ammonium acetate in 90% acetonitrile/
10% H2O/0.2% acetic acid. For HILIC, P0 = 80%, and P1 =
30%. For RP, P0 = 0%, and P1 = 95%. The flow rate was 0.3
mL/min. Volumes of 10 μL and 5 μL were injected for negative
and positive ionization, respectively. The electrospray ioniza-
tion (ESI) voltage was 3.8 kV. Agilent MassHunter Qualitative
Analysis (version B.07.00) and Quantitative Analysis (version
B.07.00) software were used to extract MS peak areas.

Agilent 1200 SL LC-6520 Quadrupole-Time of Flight (Q-
TOF) MS (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA). The
separation conditions for the LC−Q-TOF experiments were
the same as those for the LC−QQQ (although the LC
hardware was not exactly the same). The ESI voltage was also
3.8 kV, and the m/z scan range was 60−1000. The Q-TOF data
were extracted using Agilent MassHunter Qualitative Analysis
(version B.07.00), Quantitative Analysis (version B.07.01), and
Mass Profiler Professional (MPP, version B.13.00) software.
The absolute intensity threshold for the LC−Q-TOF data
extraction was 1000, and the mass accuracy limit was set to 10
ppm.

Agilent 1260 LC-AB Sciex QTrap 5500 MS (AB Sciex,
Toronto, ON, Canada). The data of the same 18 CRC samples
and 20 healthy controls, collected in our previous study,15 were
used to demonstrate the performance of a traditional large
targeted MS assay (with ∼160 metabolites in the detection list).
Although not exactly the same, the LC conditions of that assay
were very similar to those of the Agilent LC−QQQ or LC−Q-
TOF in this study. The experimental methods were detailed in
our previous paper.15

Multivariate Statistical Analysis. For the CRC study, we
performed principal component analysis (PCA) using the PLS
toolbox (version 6.2, Eigenvector Research, Inc., Wenatchee,
WA) in Matlab (version 7.0.4, Mathworks, Natick, MA). The
data were log10 transformed and mean-centered, prior to PCA
analysis.

■ RESULTS
GOT-MS MRMs. Figure 1 shows the flowchart for GOT-

MS. As it is very challenging, if not impossible, to develop an
optimized separation condition for all metabolites, we chose the
LC strategy shown in Figure S1 for both RP and HILIC. HILIC
was primarily used to separate aqueous metabolites in the
pooled serum samples (1:8 dilution) for GOT-MS develop-
ment; C18 columns were also used to evaluate whether GOT-
MS could be easily adapted to RP separation.
To identify the MRM transitions for GOT-MS, we first

performed selected ion monitoring (SIM) incremental scans in
the mass range of 60−600 Da in order to cover most of the
aqueous metabolites. SIM was employed due to its relatively
high sensitivity and good signal-to-noise ratio (S/N, data not
shown). The quadrupole has unit mass resolution; therefore, an
m/z increment of 0.5 was used (e.g., m/z 60, 60.5, 61, etc.). For
each injection, an m/z range of 30 (e.g., 60−89.5 Da) was
measured (60 SIMs), using a 10 ms scan time (cycle time ∼0.6
s). We examined each individual SIM, and the m/z values that
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produced relatively good peak shapes (using manual inspection
based on symmetry, peak width, etc.) and S/Ns > 3 were
selected as precursor ions. As shown in Figure 2, many HILIC-
SIMs were observed in the 100−190 Da mass range from the
pooled human serum sample under both positive and negative
ion detection. Similarly, Figure S2 shows that GOT-MS can
also produce many SIMs from the same sample using C18
columns for RP separation. Similar results from urine were also
obtained (data not shown), indicating that GOT-MS can be
applied to various kinds of biological samples.
We then carried out tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS)

experiments using product ion scans with different values of the
collision energy (CE) to profile product ions. While a wider CE
range and different increment values were tested, three CE
values were selected in this study: 5, 15, and 25 V. Most
aqueous metabolites fragmented under these CEs. MS/MS
spectra using the CE of 5 V provided more accurate m/z values
for precursor ions (e.g., 60 could be updated to 60.1). For many
precursor ions, different CE values could produce distinct but
somewhat overlapping fragmentation patterns, which was
helpful to confirm that the MS/MS spectra were from the
same metabolite(s). The low m/z limit for any MS/MS scan
was 40. The number of selected precursor ions was decreased
in this step, since the ions with similar m/z values (e.g., m/z
60.1 and 60.5) and the same fragmentation patterns were
excluded except for the one with the highest signal intensity.

With both precursor and product ions chosen, ions were
detected in MRM mode while optimizing the fragmentor
voltage, cell accelerator voltage, and CE. The fragmentor
voltage was optimized in the range of 40−180 V using an
increment of 20 V, and CE was optimized in the range of 5−40
V with an increment of 5 V. The cell accelerator voltage was
evaluated at 2, 4, and 6 V. Finally, 595 GOT-MS precursor ions
and 1 890 MRMs were determined from the peaks with
reasonable peak shapes (manual inspection) and S/Ns > 3.
Table S1 summarizes all these MRMs. Figure 3a,b shows the
distribution of GOT-MS precursor and product ions in the
space of Q1 versus Q3 m/z values in positive and negative ion
detection modes, respectively. The resulting distribution was
quite dense, especially for positive ion mode, since both
precursor and product ions were globally searched. Interest-
ingly, a few fragmentation patterns showed visible trends in
Figure 3a,b. For example, many precursor ions lost H2O (M →
M − 18), and the fragmentation pattern M → M − 164 was
frequently observed under positive ionization. Several product
ions (such as those at m/z 104 and 184) were able to be
dissociated from many different precursor ions. In contrast,
Figure 3c,d shows the distribution of precursor and product
ions in a more traditional large targeted MS assay (targeting
∼160 metabolites) that has been used successfully in the NW-
MRC.11,15,29,30 It can be clearly seen in Figure 3 that GOT-MS
not only increased the number of precursor ions but also
expanded the Q3 space. This wide coverage can be very
important in metabolomics, since different product ions from
the same precursor ion can result from different metabolites in
complex biological samples.
Scheduling MRM transitions based on retention time

(“scheduled MRM mode”) can be used to maximize the
number of MRMs in each measurement. Using this approach,
we were able to measure all 1 890 GOT-MS MRMs (5 ms scan
time for each MRM), in 4 injections (three for positive ions and
one for negative ions) using a separation time of 9 min each.

Analytical Performance. As anticipated, GOT-MS has
good quantitative performance, since it is based on an LC−
QQQ platform. We examined the intraday CVs (n = 3) of all
the GOT-MS MRMs. As shown in Figure 4a, more than 40% of
GOT-MS MRMs had CVs < 5%, and <2% had CVs >30%,
indicating excellent reproducibility. Overall, the average CV for
GOT-MS detected metabolites was 7.8 ± 7.0%. Figure 4b
shows the relationship between the GOT-MS integrated areas
and the CV values. The GOT-MS areas extended more than 4

Figure 1. Flowchart for globally optimized targeted mass spectrometry
(GOT-MS).

Figure 2. Typical HILIC-SIMs in the m/z range of 100−190 from a pooled serum sample in GOT-MS, under (a) positive and (b) negative ion
detection modes. *Each SIM data was first linearly scaled, so that the minimum is 0 and the maximum is 1; an increment of 0.04 was then added to
each SIM across different retention time.
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orders of magnitude, and the CVs decreased with increased
peak areas.
While it is challenging to carry out a perfect comparison

between Q-TOF and QQQ instruments, in this study we ran
the same samples (1:8 dilution) using essentially the same LC
conditions and the Agilent MS systems of similar generation or
vintage. Figure 4c shows the distribution of intraday CV values
for 743 Q-TOF variables that were present in all the data (n =
3). The reproducibility in Figure 4c was a little bit worse than
that in Figure 4a, with the average CV of 9.2 ± 16.4%. It was
confirmed in Figure 4d that most of the Q-TOF variables had
small intraday CVs, but the CV distribution was obviously more
dispersed than that shown in Figure 4b. The Q-TOF peak areas

extended <4 orders of magnitude in Figure 4d (different y
scales). Notably, while there were 3 471 detected MS features,
we selected these 743 variables because of high reliability (n =
3), although this number decreased to 500 over 3 days (n = 9).
Because analytical detection is compound dependent, we

specifically examined amino acids to further compare the
performance of GOT-MS and Q-TOF. Figure S3a shows the
intraday (n = 3) and interday (n = 3 × 3 consecutive days) CVs
of amino acids for GOT-MS. As expected, the interday average
CV (8.3 ± 3.4%) was larger than the intraday average CV (3.0
± 2.2%). Figure S3b shows that normalization to internal
standards improved the reproducibility, especially the interday
average CV (4.8 ± 4.0%). In addition, GOT-MS had good

Figure 3. Distribution of precursor and product ions in the space of Q1 versus Q3 m/z values, under (a) GOT-MS positive ionization, (b) GOT-MS
negative ionization, (c) positive ionization in a large targeted MS assay,11,15,29,30 and (d) negative ionization in a large targeted MS assay.11,15,29,30

Figure 4. Distribution of intraday (n = 3) CV values (a) for all 1 890 GOT-MS MRMs, (b) against the integrated areas of GOT-MS MRMs, (c) for
the 743 Q-TOF variables present in all the data, and (d) against the integrated areas of Q-TOF variables present in all the data.
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Table 1. Summary of the Analytical Performance of GOT-MS and Q-TOF in This Study

MS features analytical variables Q-TOFa GOT-MSa

intraday (n = 3) 1 890 GOT-MS MRMs CVs 7.8 ± 7.0%
dynamic range >4 orders

743 Q-TOF variables present in all the data CVs 9.2 ± 16.4%
dynamic range <4 orders

amino acidsb CVs 9.2 ± 16.6%c 3.0 ± 2.2%
CVs after normalizationd 14.7 ± 24.6%c,e 4.1 ± 3.4%
R2f 0.76 ± 0.37c 0.82 ± 0.26

interday (n = 9 over 3 consecutive days) amino acidsb CVs 11.7 ± 12.6%c 8.3 ± 3.4%
CVs after normalizationd 18.5 ± 22.6%c,e 4.8 ± 4.0%

aGOT-MS is based on QQQ-MS; the samples were run on Agilent MS systems of similar vintage with essentially the same LC conditions. bIle and
Leu were integrated together since they had the same MRMs and baseline separation between them was not observed. cCysteine was not detectable
in these samples using Q-TOF. dNormalization to the corresponding isotope labeled (U−13C15N-) internal standards was performed. eU−13C15N-
cysteine, U−13C15N-serine, and U−13C15N-histidine were not detectable in these samples using Q-TOF. fThe linearity (R2) of amino acids was
obtained from the 5 dilution samples.

Figure 5. (a) The PCA score plot (PC1 vs PC2) of the data collected from CRC and healthy control samples, using a large targeted MS assay,15 (b)
the volcano plot of variables used in part a, (c) the PCA score plot (PC1 vs PC2) of the 26 GOT-MS MRMs with fold changes >2 and P < 0.05, (d)
the volcano plot of the 155 GOT-MS variables collected from CRC and healthy control samples, (e) the PCA score plot (PC1 vs PC2) for the 230
Q-TOF variables collected from CRC and healthy control samples, and (f) the volcano plot of variables used in part e. The dashed red-lines show
where P = 0.05.
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linearity (R2) for most amino acids, based on the data in Figure
S3c collected from the five dilution samples.
Figure S4 shows the analytical performance of the Q-TOF

instrument for amino acid detection using the same samples. In
Figure S4a, the intraday (9.2 ± 16.6%) and interday (11.7 ±
12.6%) CVs for many amino acids were comparable to those in
Figure S3a, especially for the Q-TOF signals well beyond the
detection limit. However, the CVs of a few amino acids with
low intensities were very large (and cysteine was not detectable
in these samples using the Q-TOF). Surprisingly, normalization
to isotope labeled internal standards did not improve the
reproducibility of Q-TOF data for many amino acids (Figures
S3b vs S4b). This is because the concentrations of spiked
internal standards (Table S3) were less than the unlabeled
amino acids; U−13C15N-cysteine, U−13C15N-serine, and
U−13C15N-histidine were not detectable in these samples
using the Q-TOF. As anticipated, the detection limit of the Q-
TOF was also worse than that of the QQQ, which caused larger
variation in the Q-TOF signals (and contributed to the larger
CVs during normalization calculations). For example, we
measured the limit of detection (LOD, S/N = 3) of valine to
be 1 × 10−13 mol and 1 × 10−11 mol using the QQQ and Q-
TOF, respectively. Figure S4c shows that the linearity of Q-
TOF was good for many amino acids with high intensities.
Table 1 summarizes the analytical performance of GOT-MS
and Q-TOF-MS.
GOT-MS-Based Metabolomics: CRC Biomarker Dis-

covery. It is important to improve CRC detection, as CRC is
one of the most prevalent and deadly cancers in the U.S. and
worldwide.41 To date, many metabolic alterations have been
found in CRC tissue,42−45 serum,15,46−49 urine,50 and fecal
water.51 In this methodology study, we wanted to evaluate
whether GOT-MS has good potential for biomarker discovery
(e.g., in CRC). We first examined the performance of our
traditional large targeted MS assay for differentiating CRC
patients (n = 18) from healthy controls (n = 20).15 This assay
included ∼160 metabolites from more than 25 metabolic
pathways of great biological significance,11,15,29,30 of which 113
metabolites were detected in these serum samples. Figure 5a
shows the PCA score plot (PC1 vs PC2), and no clear
separation was observed between CRCs and healthy controls.
In the volcano plot (Figure 5b), there was only one variable
with fold change (FC) > 2 and P < 0.05. Although previous
studies showed that the combination of multiple serum
biomarkers can result in differentiation between cancer and
normal,15,46−49 our results using 18 CRC and 20 healthy
control samples suggest that CRC did not cause many very
strong perturbations (using the relatively strict criterion of FC
> 2) to major metabolites that are currently often examined.
For analysis using GOT-MS, we used the following approach.

To save experimental time, we focused on detecting a moderate
number of the possible GOT-MS detected metabolites, rather
than focusing on all 1 890 GOT-MS MRMs. Briefly, we mixed
CRC and healthy control samples separately, to obtain a pooled
sample for each group (Pooled-CRC and Pooled-Control). We
then examined all the GOT-MS MRMs on these two pooled
samples. We selected the top 93 and 85 differential GOT-MS
MRMs in positive and negative ionization, respectively,
according to fold changes (FC > 2) and pooled sample-CVs
(<20%). The 178 selected MRMs were then run on each
individual sample (using two separate injections for positive
and negative ions), and finally 155 out of 178 (87%) GOT-MS

variables were used in data analysis. Figure S5 shows the
flowchart of this GOT-MS-based metabolomics method.
In Figure S6, the separation between CRCs and healthy

controls (mainly along PC2) was better than that observed in
Figure 5a. Figure 5d shows the volcano plot for the 155 GOT-
MS variables. We found 26 variables with FC > 2 and P < 0.05.
We then performed PCA on these 26 important variables. The
separation was further improved in Figure 5c, and the two
groups were clearly separated except that 4 healthy samples
were mixed with CRC samples.
We then analyzed the same samples using Q-TOF-MS.

Traditional global profiling requires sophisticated software for
data processing, such as peak picking, peak deconvolution, and
peak alignment. Missing values frequently occur in Q-TOF
profiling, and 286 (out of 790 in total) variables were present in
>80% of the samples in this study. We used the average value of
all the samples for data interpolation. Similar to GOT-MS, 230
variables were finally selected for data analysis, after pooled
sample-CV (<20%) filtering. In Figure 5e, the separation
between the two groups was better than that in Figure 5a, but
worse than that in Figure 5c (GOT-MS). Only one variable was
found to have FC > 2 and P < 0.05, as seen in Figure 5f.

Preliminary Identification. While a complete study of
definitive metabolite identification for GOT-MS is beyond the
scope of this methodology paper, we did verify that the
identities of ∼80 GOT-MS MRMs were correct using authentic
standards. GOT-MS can of course detect metabolites that are
well measured by traditional approaches. As an example, Figure
S7 (LC retention) and Figure S8 (MS/MS spectra) show the
identification of glutamine and lysine (having very similar
fragmentation patterns) from the serum GOT-MS results. In
addition, we searched each GOT-MS MRM against the Metlin
database.52 As shown in Table S1, 770 (out of 1 374) and 183
(out of 516) GOT-MS MRMs could be found in the Metlin
database under positive and negative ionization, respectively.
We provide up to five possible metabolite identities listed in
Table S1 for each GOT-MS MRM, from the Metlin database
and our own internal database (only product ions with the
highest intensities were recorded).11,15,29,30 These identities are
worth pursuing to further confirm metabolite identification. We
acknowledge that it is relatively easy to identify potential
metabolites that are contributing to MRM peaks; while, due to
many possibilities (such as in-source fragments, isomers, and
adducts), it is much more difficult to verify that a particular
MRM peak results solely from a specific metabolite. Therefore,
we have retained all the GOT-MS MRMs in this study. For
many metabolomics studies we recommend using GOT-MS to
obtain the MRMs of special interest first (using statistical
filtering, for example), followed by various steps of metabolite
identification thereafter.
GOT-MS is also capable of detecting unknowns. In fact, 937

(604 in positive mode and 333 in negative mode) GOT-MS
MRMs were not found in the Metlin database (Table S1).
Although the metabolite identities are unknown, these GOT-
MS MRMs should be highly reliable, because of the high
selectivity of precursor and product ion pairs that were globally
searched. This indicates that GOT-MS is well qualified to
detect not only well-known metabolites but also unknowns or
less-studied small molecules.

■ DISCUSSION
In this study, we developed a novel approach, GOT-MS, which
enables reliable metabolomics analysis with broad coverage.
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GOT-MS requires only a single LC−QQQ instrument to
discover and acquire comprehensive and quantitative MRMs.
Data treatment (prior to statistical analysis) is relatively easy,
and the data size is small. Although the quadrupole has unit
mass resolution, LC retention and fragmentation patterns
(MRMs) are useful to resolve metabolites with similar
molecular weight. Importantly, the number of precursor ions
is limited in a certain mass range by the unit resolution, which is
another advantage of GOT-MS.
We note that the GOT-MS approach is different from the

newly introduced pseudotargeted metabolomics method that
was developed to acquire MRMs without chemical stand-
ards.35,36 In pseudotargeted metabolomics, a global profiling
mass spectrometer, such as Q-TOF, is used to generate pairs of
precursor and product ions, and then these MRMs are
measured using a QQQ machine. While pseudotargeted MS
has been successfully applied in metabolomics, it is not a global
approach, since it uses the auto MS/MS or data- or
information-dependent mode to acquire the MRMs, which
limits the number of MRMs (generally <5 at each moment). It
also requires two (expensive) MS platforms, a Q-TOF-MS for
identifying MRMs and a QQQ-MS for detection. It is best if
the two instruments come from the same manufacturer. In a
separate approach, Nikolskiy et al. developed a computational
method that is helpful to conduct large-scale MRM experi-
ments; however, this method is dependent on databases (less
specific to samples) and is unable to detect unknowns.37 This
approach has not been implemented experimentally to date.
Our results for the many detected MRMs indicate that the

analytical performance of GOT-MS is comparable to or is
better than that of a Q-TOF instrument for both global
profiling and targeted detection (using instruments of similar
vintage). This improved performance results primarily from the
fact that GOT-MS is based on the QQQ-MS platform, which
was also observed in previous studies.35,36 In addition, while our
Q-TOF generally has good reproducibility for strong signals,
these signals cannot be too large, because signal saturation will
deteriorate mass accuracy (as well as linearity). Therefore, the
advantages of high resolution and high mass accuracy can be
compromised in traditional global profiling.
In the proof-of-principle study focused on biomarker

discovery in CRC, GOT-MS provides a significant improve-
ment over a large targeted MS approach and provides
supporting information to that of traditional global profiling.
Traditional targeted detection is limited by databases or
predefined metabolites (that may not be detectable in the
samples), which makes it unable to discover unknowns. GOT-
MS removes this bottleneck through a global search of
precursor and product ions, using the samples under
investigation. Meanwhile, GOT-MS can serve as a valuable
supplementary approach to traditional global profiling, because
GOT-MS is not dependent on mass resolution/accuracy. The
improved reliability of GOT-MS is observed in this example of
comparing CRC vs normal, where GOT-MS analysis resulted
in 26 MRMs/metabolites with fold changes >2 and P < 0.05,
compared to only 1 for the Q-TOF and 1 for the traditional
large targeted assay. While the multivariate analysis using the
Q-TOF data was successful in separating the two classes of
samples, this result was dependent on a large number of
metabolites that individually had relatively poor performance.
This situation is well-known in the metabolomics field and
makes the job of choosing metabolites for further validation
difficult and often not very successful.

Currently, the major limitation of GOT-MS is the required
time to optimize the many MRMs for a particular sample type.
Future experiments using a faster and more sensitive instru-
ment will allow the measurement of more GOT-MS MRMs
and in principal could reduce the development time to ∼1
week/sample type (using scheduled experiments). In addition,
we are making significant efforts to improve metabolite
identification in GOT-MS. Finally, we are developing a
software package to automate the whole GOT-MS develop-
ment process, so that GOT-MS will be more user-friendly to
the metabolomics community.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we describe a new MS approach, GOT-MS, which
integrates many advantages of traditional global profiling and
targeted detection, including the capability to detect unknowns,
wide metabolite coverage, and excellent quantitation. GOT-MS
was designed to essentially optimize the detection performance
of a single LC−QQQ mass spectrometer for broad
metabolome coverage, and given the capabilities of QQQ-
MS, it is very selective and highly reliable for quantitative
analysis. The precursor and product ions are globally searched,
resulting in the maximum number of MRMs/metabolites that
can be measured by LC−QQQ. GOT-MS has wider metabolite
coverage than traditional targeted detection and provides a
valuable supplementary approach to traditional global profiling.
Faster and more sensitive LC−QQQ instruments will allow
further improvements in speed and coverage for GOT-MS.
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